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US National Anthem - Yiddish
at the Interen Riken play at NJPAC in 2016

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3_65h2idFE



Agenda: July 25, 2018
❖ Introductions (first timers) 
❖ Around the Room: New genealogy finds since last meeting 
❖ Society Business
❖ Presentations

❖ Introduction to using Ancestry - Bernie
❖ Accessing Jewish databases on Ancestry (Video)
❖ 10 Things to Do on you Summer Vacation (Video)
❖ Two websites you may want to try - Bernie
❖ 2018 IAJGS Conference - Marla
❖ In honor of US Independence Day: A little about Alexander 

Hamilton’s Jewish Connections - Marla
❖ Adjourn



Help: We need a secretary
❖ Our newly elected secretary, Jeanne Torbert had to 

resign because she will be leaving the area.

❖ The main role of the secretary is to take minutes of our 
Board meetings. The board meets 4-6 times per year to 
discuss Society business decisions. The meetings are 
usually held by telephone conference calls.

❖ No minutes are taken at our monthly meetings. The 
presentation charts are the records for that meeting.

❖ Who is willing to volunteer?

Still



Next Meetings
❖ Our August meeting will be held jointly with the 

Jewish Federation of Jacksonville where we will screen 
a film whose story is based on Jewish genealogy 
research. The film is the highly acclaimed “How to Re-
Establish a Vodka Empire.” We think you will enjoy it. 
The video will be shown Sunday morning, August 19 at 
10:30 am here at the River Garden Hebrew Home

❖ We will not have a meeting in September because of 
scheduling difficulties with the Jewish holidays.

❖ We resume our monthly schedule in October.



Film Trailer

❖ The video will be shown Sunday morning, August 19 at 
10:30 am here at the River Garden Hebrew Home



A brief introduction to getting started with 
Ancestry.com

• Cost: 6 months - $99  , $149 World

• Tree can be public or private, living names not publicly viewable. 
Access to tree can be limited to selected individuals

• Tree will be published even when account is closed. Do not need 
paid membership to view or edit tree - only to search

• 10 billion US records, additional 2 billion worldwide

• When record found, can be saved to tree with one click.

• Records, stories, photos from other sources easily uploaded

• Website and phone and tablet apps synch automatically



Some reasons why I think ancestry.com is the 
way to get started

• Tree software and search software together. Found records 
stored with using one click

• Add photos, stories, notes to each person in the tree

• Can download a GEDCOM file for use with other Tree 
software

• Tree and records always with you with free Phone and 
Tablet apps. Apps sync automatically

• Comes with its own shoe box



Search my tree for cousin Roz Cilman



Gallery View for cousin Roz Cilman



View 1930 census for cousin Roz Cilman



View photo for cousin Roz Cilman



Gallery View for cousin Roz Cilman



View story for cousin Roz Cilman



Searching and adding to tree - Roz Cilman
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Searching and adding to tree - Roz Cilman



Searching and adding to tree - Roz Cilman



Searching and adding to tree - Roz Cilman



Searching and adding to tree - Roz Cilman



What about the shoebox?



Viewing part of tree - my cousin Roz Cilman



Viewing part of tree - my cousin Roz Cilman



Top Tips for Beginning Jewish Family 
History | Ancestry

From Ancestry.com, narrated by Crista Cowan, complete 33 minute video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pf-olbDbZlY

❖ Accessing Jewish records on Ancestry: last 10 minutes of Top Tips video



Some Video links for getting started 
with ancestry.com

❖ Getting Started on Ancestry | Ancestry (Crista Cowan)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pUEtr_b63CA

❖ Ancestry.com: Tips to Get You Started on Your Family Tree
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wqtjNt5mnx0

❖ Back to the Basics: Genealogy 101 | Ancestry (Crista Cowan)
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ct2bq6M7fNk

and the complete version of the previous video
❖ Top Tips for Beginning Jewish Family History | Ancestry (Crista Cowan)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pf-olbDbZlY



10 Things to do on your Summer Vacation 
(Genealogist’s Edition!)

From JGS Long Island, narrated by Nolan Altman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rjLIprZQu9M



Website of the Month

❖ Free private website created by Logan Kleinwaks

❖ Search 1,832,000 pages of 3,157 historical directories (business, 
address, telephone, etc., mostly from Central and Eastern Europe), 
148,000 pages of 326 yizkor books (memorials to Jewish communities 
destroyed in the Holocaust), 32,000 pages of military lists (officers, 
casualties, etc., mostly from the Russian Empire and Poland), 45,000 
pages of community and personal histories, and 24,000 pages of Polish 
secondary school annual reports and other school sources.

❖ Kleinwaks is a hobbyist genealogist living near Washington DC. The 
website has won numerous awards from IAJGS and family tree 
magazine. He is a board member of Gesher Galicia.

www.genealogyindexer.com



Genealogy Indexer www.genealogyindexer.com
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Genealogy Indexer www.genealogyindexer.com



Website of the Month #2

❖ Free private website created by Philip Trauring

❖ The B&F Compendium of Jewish Genealogy is more than 20,000 
resources (mainly links) covering over 200 countries. The 
resources are broken into 7 topic areas: History, Genealogy, 
Cemeteries, Holocaust, Diaspora, Contemporary and Books. 

❖ Philip Trauring is a hobbyist genealogist originally from the US 
and now lives in Modi’in Israel. He worked in High Tech and this 
website began as a blog in 2010. He is a frequent lecturer at IAJGS 
conferences and will be at the Poland conference, He is president 
of the Israel Genealogy Research Association (IGRA) 

www.bloodandfrogs.com



B&F: Jewish Genealogy and more www.bloodandfrogs.com
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B&F: Jewish Genealogy and more www.bloodandfrogs.com



IAJGS conference 
❖ http://www.iajgs2018.org
❖ Access recordings of 40 presentations for $209
❖ Recordings will be available until July 2019

❖



IAJGS conference  
A sample of the interesting On-Demand Titles
❖ Writing the History of the Jews of Russia and Poland
❖ Intro to JewishGen.org and Jewish Genealogy
❖ The Search for My Grandparents and their Courageous Fight for 

Freedom
❖ Passport Documentation from Interwar Period as a Source for 

Genealogical Research
❖ The History of the Joint in Poland and What We Have to Offer Jewish 

Genealogists
❖ Tracing Family History in Official Records of the Russian Empire and 

Republic of Lithuania
❖ Jewish Migration Patterns - Part 1: How Did Jews Get To Europe?
❖ Jewish Migration Patterns - Part 2: Spain and Germany
❖ Discovering the Archives of Eastern Europe
❖ Traces of Memory: Jewish Heritage in Former Galicia



❖ Handouts are also available (no charge)

IAJGS conference 



Alexander Hamilton
❖ Different sources report varying information

❖ Alexander Hamilton was born Jan 11 1755, or maybe 1757 on 
the Island of Nevis. Records show 1755, but he claimed 1757. 

❖ Alexander's mother was Rachel Fawcett, daughter of a 
French Huguenot. Some sources say she was of mixed-race, 
but no evidence for that. Her father was a physician. 

❖ Rachel was born on Nevis, and was married off as teenager 
to Johann Michael Lavien. They lived on the island of St. 
Croix. 



Alexander Hamilton

❖ Rachel’s husband is generally considered to be a Jew, since Lavien 
is probably a version of Levine. Later on, writing in English, 
Hamilton referred to his mother’s husband as Levine. 

❖ But his mother was not Jewish. 

❖ A book by Cambridge-educated Dr. Andrew Porwancher “The 
Jewish Founding Father: Alexander Hamilton’s Hidden 
Life,”claims that his mother must have converted, but this is most 
likely not true. 

❖ There is no actual evidence that Lavien was Jewish, and no 
evidence that Rachel converted. 



Alexander Hamilton

❖ It didn’t go well between Rachel and Johann Lavien. 

❖ He had her thrown in jail for adultery (perhaps 
prostitution). She was jailed for 3-5 months. 

❖ When she was released, she left Johann and their son 
Peter and went to Nevis. She had inherited property 
from her father. 

❖ She met James Hamilton in 1751. 



Alexander Hamilton

❖ With James Hamilton, the fourth son of a Scottish 
landowner, Rachel had two sons: James Hamilton, Jr and 
Alexander. 

❖ Abandoned by James, Rachel was doing OK, providing 
supplies to shippers. 

❖ In 1768 both Rachel and Alexander contracted a disease, 
probably yellow fever. Alexander pulled through, but 
Rachel died. 

❖ Rachel’s estate went to the eldest son, Peter Lavien. 



Alexander Hamilton

❖ Alexander, about 11 years old, was sent to live with a 32-year-
old widowed cousin, Peter Lytton. 

❖ A year later Peter Lytton committed suicide. He left everything 
to his mistress and illegitimate son. Nothing to Alexander and 
his brother James. 

❖ Peter’s father was arranging to take in the boys, when he died. 
Again, no provisions were made for Alexander and James. 

❖ At the age of about 13 or 14, Alexander was basically homeless 
and without parents. 



Alexander Hamilton
❖ Since Alexander was born out of wedlock, he could not attend the Anglican 

school.

❖ There was an active Sephardic community in Charleston, the capital of 
Nevis. Alexander was taken in by the Jewish community and went to 
school there. Some sources say that Rachel had sent him to the Jewish 
school. 

❖ Alexander clerked for Beekman and Cruger, New York traders who had 
provided his mother with supplies. 

❖ He was taken in by Thomas Stevens, a respected merchant. Thomas’ son 
Edward was Alexander’s best friend. 

❖ Some said Edward Stevens looked so much like Alexander, they must have 
been brothers, and that Thomas Stevens was really Alexander’s father.



Alexander Hamilton
❖ A DNA project has been set up to try to unravel Hamilton’s 

paternity. So far results are inconclusive.

❖ But the Jewish influence was evident. Hamilton had a life-long 
respect for the Jewish people. 

❖ “Why distrust the evidence of the Jews? Discredit them and you 
destroy the Christian religion.”

❖ “progress of the Jews…from their earliest history to the present 
time has been and is entirely out of the ordinary course of human 
affairs. Is it not then, a fair conclusion that the cause is also an 
extraordinary one…”



And finally ….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=96DNpxkHI5g




